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underprivileged girls, which has been able to prove its point, that nothing can hold back this community 
of people, if they had but basic education.  

These primary schools have helped girls pass matriculation in just 7 years, and brought an immense 
support from the community, along with a demand for including boys, and increasing the classes’ upto 
middle school. A demand we are ill able to meet because of inevitable fund crunches. Can we in this 
country think of ensuring a generation of literates in the next 5 years?  

This award is recognition of our collective efforts to make the various pro-people laws and provisions in 
the tribal regions a reality. Could we counter the reality of the countless migrations, the reality of the 
underpaying labour contractors and help people avail of the benefits of the Rural Employment Guarantee 
Act? The answers to these questions were not easy, and became more and more difficult as we sought to 
take the NREGA provisions ahead. Yet, the amazing perseverance of my tribal friends in different tribal 
districts helped thousands of wage earners increase their income and earnings from the Act, and even 
more importantly develop land and infrastructure like ponds and income generating plantations, for long 
term income and food security. We had some run away successes too. In one Panchayat, one farm pond 
beneficiary took up courage and spoke out about the irregularities. The positive response of the 
administration encouraged all beneficiaries to demand redressal. They received a total of Rs.37 Lakhs of 
wage payment in arrears, after waiting for more than a year. In Phulbani 35, farm ponds providing 
irrigation and pisci culture opportunities, and 40 acres of lush mango plantations bear testimony to the 
synergy that can develop when Civil Society Organisations and Government join forces.  

This award is the recognition of the efforts of tribal women towards participatory democracy through the 
seminal Panchayats Extension to the Scheduled Areas Act (PESA) ensuring that the interests of the 
poorest and most vulnerable are represented in development planning. They have also used the 
provisions of the PESA to much positive effect, and checked liquor licensing and alcoholism by 
mobilising the Gram Sabhas for unanimous resolutions to the effect.  

With Agragamee's help and support, tribal women have reclaimed their degraded commons with fuel 
wood and income generating plantations, and initiated a new effort towards sustainable cultivation, 
helping tribal farmers move away from the extensive practise of shifting and slash and burn cultivation 
towards a more eco-friendly practise that helps improve production, while also ensuring the preservation 
of the local millets and pulses.  

Our efforts have also helped thousands of tribal farmers and entire villages view their degraded land and 
slope in a new light, and inspired them to use the opportunity provided by the Forest Rights Act. They 
have found support and strength from the Government in this, which has helped some of the village 
communities to develop these lands, as also encouraged them by ensuring Indira Awas housing for those 
whose claims have been recognised.  

Collective effort, and improved production has also helped break the strangle hold of the moneylender in 
the villages. Village communities have found a new strength in their togetherness, and begun to build up 
community grain and seed banks. With contributions from their marginal surplus pooled together, 
combined with a little thrift during the festive seasons, these people have been able to keep off the 
moneylenders, and take significant steps toward self-reliance.  

And yet friends, a sense of niggling discomfort affects me, a discomfort born of the fact that poverty and 
hunger are still a constant companion to millions of people in this country, and that our efforts are but a 
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